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ON THE SINGULARITIES OF NONLINEAR

FREDHOLM OPERATORS OF POSITIVE INDEX

M. S. BERGER1 AND R. A. PLASTOCK

Abstract. The singular set B = {x\F\x) is not surjective} of a nonlinear Fred-

holm operator F of positive index (between Banach spaces X¡ and X¿) is investi-

gated. Under the assumption that the mapping is proper and has a locally

Lipschitzian Fréchet derivative F'(x), it is shown that the singular set B is

nonempty. Furthermore, when the Banach spaces are infinite dimensional, B

cannot be the countable union of compact sets nor can F~\F(B)) contain isolated

points.

Since the original paper of Smale [1], much attention has focused on the

properties of nonlinear Fredholm operators of positive index. These operators are

currently of enhanced interest because of their connection with the self-dual

solutions of the nonlinear Euclidean Yang-Mills equations [2]. Recall that C1

mapping F between two Banach spaces Xx and X2 is called Fredholm if its Fréchet

derivative F'(x) is a linear Fredholm operator for each x G A",. The index of

F = index F'(x) and since F'(x) depends continuously on x, this index does not

depend on x G Jf,. In this article we wish to point out some interesting properties

of the set of singular points of F (i.e., the set of points x e. Xt such that F'{x) is not

surjective). In particular, we wish to show that new phenomena occur for the study

of singular points of proper operators F of strictly positive index that have no

analogue in the index zero case (cf. [3]). Throughout this paper we make the

standing assumption that the Fréchet derivative F\x) of F(x) is locally Lipschitz.

A novelty of our results (Theorems 3 and 4) is that they apply only to mappings

between infinite-dimensional Banach spaces. We shall explore the implications of

our results for nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems in a later paper. The

authors are grateful to the referee for a helpful simplification and for pointing out

an error in an earlier version.

Some basic facts. A key difference between the study of nonlinear Fredholm

operators of strictly positive index and operators of index zero is the use of the

higher homotopy groups and fibre bundle arguments instead of the fundamental

group and covering space arguments.
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Definition. A mapping F: E —> B is said to be a fibre bundle map or fibration if

there is an open covering {Ua } of B, a space M (called the fibre) and for each Ua a

homeomorphism <i>a : F~x( Ua) -> Ua X M such that F = P<ba where P is the

natural projection B X M -* B.

(For the study of Fredholm operators of positive index, it is necessary to study

fibres M that are not discrete.) Key facts about fibre bundle maps that we shall use

are:

(A) Let F: E -» B be a fibre bundle map. Let M = F~l(b0) and choose e0 G M.

Then the following relations between higher homotopy groups hold:

(i) The homotopy group sequence

-* *„+i(B, b0) -» »■„(*/, e0) -» *■„(£, eo) -»-» w,(fi, ¿>0>

-» • • • -> w0(M, t?0) -* ir0(E, e0) -» 7T0(Ä, ¿>0)

is exact,

(ii) If M is contractible in ¿s, then for n > 2,

t„(ä. ¿o) Ä wn(£. e0) © w„_,(A/, e0).

(B) Let U be an open connected set in a Banach space Xx and F: U ^> F( U) be a

proper C Fredholm map of index/» > 0, whose Fréchet derivative satisfies a local

Lipschitz condition. If the singular point set B of F is vacuous, then F is a fibre

bundle map and the fibres F~l(y) are homeomorphic compact /»-dimensional

manifolds.

Proofs can be found in [5] and [6].

Results on singular points. We begin by proving a result that contrasts sharply

with the case of index 0, namely, the well-known result (see [4, p. 514]) that a

proper local homeomorphism between two Banach spaces is a global homeomor-

phism.

Theorem 1. Let F: X -» Y be a proper Fredholm operator of index p > 0. Then F

must have singular points.

Proof. We suppose the set of singular points B of F is empty, and obtain a

contradiction. Indeed, if B = 0, the empty set, F is surjective, so that F(X) = Y

since F(X) is both open and closed in Y, and so the result (B) on fibre bundle maps

implies F is a fibre bundle mapping between the Banach spaces X and Y. Now we

apply the result (A)(i) on fibre bundle maps to this case. Here ir¡(X) = m¡( Y) = 0

for all i > 0 since X and Y are contractible. Consequently, the exactness of the

homotopy sequence with M = F~x(y) for any point y G Y implies ir¡(F~x(y)) = 0

for all i > 0. Hence F~\y) is contractible, and also by [1] a compact/»-dimen-

sional manifold without boundary. This is the desired contradiction, since such

compact /»-manifolds possess a mod 2 degree as in [8], defined for C self-mappings

with different degrees for the identity and constant maps.

We now investigate the behaviour of F off the singular points of F.
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Theorem 2. Let S = F(B) denote the set of singular values for any nonlinear

Fredholm operator F. Suppose F is a proper Fredholm operator acting between the

Banach spaces X and Y. Then Y — S is the union of path components such that the

sets, F~l(y) are homeomorphic compactp-dimensional manifolds {possibly empty) as

y varies in each such path component. Furthermore, assuming X ?tF_I(S'), X —

F~X(S) is the union of path components {Ca} each of which is mapped onto a path

component of Y — S and such that {F~'(v) nCJ are homeomorphic compact

p-dimensional manifolds as y varies in each path component of Y — S.

Proof. Writing B = F~\S), we first show that F: X - B ^ Y - S is a proper

map between these two sets. For if K c Y — S is compact, it is certainly a

compact set in Y. Thus F~l(K) is compact in X, and again it is contained in

X — B and so is compact there, as was to be shown.

Since X — B is open and contains no singular points, F is an open map on it,

and so F[X — B] is an open and closed (by properness) subset of Y — S and must

be the union of path components of Y — S. By arguing as above, F: X — B -► F[X

— B] is also a proper map, and applying (B) of §1, we conclude that it is in fact a

fibration. Now if Ya is a path component of Y — S, then either Ya c F[X — B] or

Ya n F[X - B] = 0. In the latter case, if v G Ya, obviously F~'(v) = 0. In the

former case, by the properties of fibrations [6, p. 71], F: F~l[Ya]-* Ya is a

fibration, and so F ~ '( v) are homeomorphic, compact /»-manifolds. Also, if Ca is a

path component of X - B, it follows [6, p. 71] that F is a fibration of Ca onto some

path component Ya of Y - S, and so F~l(y) n Ca are homeomorphic for v G Yß.

Since every proper nonlinear Fredholm operator of strictly positive index must

possess singular points, it is natural to inquire about the structure of such singular

points. For mappings between infinite-dimensional Banach spaces, the following

two results hold.

Theorem 3. Let F be a proper nonlinear Fredholm operator of index p > 0,

between Banach spaces of infinite dimension. Then B = F~l(S) has no isolated

points.

Proof. We argue by contradiction, supposing b G F~\S) is an isolated point of

F~l(S). Let g = F(b). First we find an open ball O, about g, so small that the

connected component C of F~ '(O) which contains b satisfies C n B = b.

To find the open ball O, we proceed as follows. Choose an open ball A about b

so that J n B = b. Let F{b) = g. Then F~\g) n SA = 0 and B n A = b.

About g choose open balls On of radius \/n. Let C„ be the component of

F_1(0„) n A containing b. For some N, CN n dA = 0. (If not, then we can find a

sequence xn G C„ n SA. Then F(x„)-»g, and by the properness of F, a subse-

quence of the xn converges to some x E F~l(g) n dA, contradicting our construc-

tion of A.) Thus CN c A by connectedness. Hence CN c A. Setting C = CN and

O = Ojy we have C n B = b and the desired open ball.

We now show that F: C-b-^O-g is a proper map. Let K c O - g be

compact. Then K is compact in Y and so K = F-1(.Af) is compact in X. Then

K n C is compact. We shall show that KnC = KnC(=KnC-b) and
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thus establish the desired properness property. Indeed, if x G K n C, then x lies in

some component C of F~x(0). Since these components are open sets, x is an

interior point of C. It is also a boundary point of C. Thus every open neighborhood

of x contains points of C which also belong to C. Thus C — C since both are

components, and so x E. K C\ C as we wanted.

Thus the fact that C is a component and an open set yields the fact that F is a

proper map of C — b onto O — g. Furthermore C — b contains no singular points

and is open and connected. Applying (B) of § 1 we conclude that F: C — b -» O —

g is a fiber bundle map.

Let y G O — g. We now show that the fiber F = F~x(y) n C — b is contract-

ible in C — b. For the path L(t) = (1 — t)g + ty, t > 0, there is a lifting function

H(x, t) (x G F, t > 0) in C - b so that H(x, 1) = x and F(H(x, t)) = L(t).

(Spanier [6, p. 92, Theorem 8].) By the properness of F and the fact that b is also an

isolated point of F~x(g), H(x, 0) = b. Thus H(x, t) defines a homotopy of the

identity map on the fiber F and the point b. Thus F is contractible in C and so is

also contractible in C — b due to the infinite dimensionality of our spaces [7].

We now obtain a contradiction: Since Y is infinite dimensional, by [7]

17,(0 - g) = 0       V* > 0,

and moreover C — b is connected. We apply the exact homotopy sequence of

(A)(i) of § 1 to conclude that

*,(C - b) e* *,(F). (.)

Since F is contractible in C - b, we apply (A)(ii) and conclude that for i > 2,

w,(0- g) ä«t,(C-6) + »,_,(/?).

Since the left-hand side is zero, we conclude from (*) that

tTi_x(F)=0   for i > 2.

Using (*) again we see that ir0(F) = 0 and so

v,(F) = 0,       i > 0.

Again F is contractible, and as in the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain a contradiction

since F is a compact orientable and connected /»-dimensional manifold, without

boundary.

This result is a purely infinite-dimensional one. In fact, Timourian has shown

that in the finite-dimensional case F: M" -► Np (n- and /»-dimensional manifolds,

respectively) where F is C, proper with index n — p > 0 that an isolated point of

F~X(S) can exist only in the cases (n,p) = (n, 1), (4, 3), (8, 5) or (16, 9)!.

Our final result shows that, in the infinite-dimensional case, the singular set B

cannot be the countable union of compact sets.

Theorem 4. Let F: X -* Y be a C proper Fredholm map with index F > 0. Then

the singular set B cannot be the countable union of compact sets.

Proof. Let B be the countable union of compact sets. Since B is closed, so is

S = F(B) and also F_I(5) by the properness of F. Thus X - F~X(S) and Y - S
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are both open. Since both S and F ~ l(S) are also the countable union of compact

sets, X — F~X(S) and Y — S are homeomorphic to X and Y, respectively [7]. In

particular, both are connected and contractible. We shall derive a contradiction by

showing that F is a fibre bundle map of X — F~l(S) onto Y — S. Once this is

done we argue, using the contractibility of both spaces, as in Theorem 1 to

conclude the existence of a singular point of F in X — F~l(S)-a contradiction

since this set contains no singular points.

To proceed, we argue exactly as in the beginning of Theorem 1 to conclude that

F is a proper map on X — F~l(S) to Y — S. Since X — F~l(S) contains no

singular points, F is an open map on this set and so F[X — F~l(S)] is an open and

closed subset of the connected set Y — S. Hence F maps X — F_1(S) onto Y — S.

We now apply (B) of § 1 to derive that F is a fibre bundle map and so the proof is

complete.
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